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Abstract. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are a popular class of models
suitable for solving control decision problems in probabilistic reactive systems.
We consider parametric MDPs (pMDPs) that include parameters in some of the
transition probabilities to account for stochastic uncertainties of the environment
such as noise or input disturbances.
We study pMDPs with reachability objectives where the parameter values are
unknown and impossible to measure directly during execution, but there is a
probability distribution known over the parameter values. We study for the first
time computing parameter-independent strategies that are expectation optimal, i.e.,
optimize the expected reachability probability under the probability distribution
over the parameters. We present an encoding of our problem to partially observable
MDPs (POMDPs), i.e., a reduction of our problem to computing optimal strategies
in POMDPs.
We evaluate our method experimentally on several benchmarks: a motivating
(repeated) learner model; a series of benchmarks of varying configurations of a
robot moving on a grid; and a consensus protocol.

1 Introduction

Markov decision processes (MDPs) [5] are a popular class of models suitable for solving
decision making and dependability problems in a randomized environment. An MDP is a
state-based model representing a probabilistic process that satisfies the Markov property
(memorylessness), where for each state it is possible to choose nondeterministically
some action-labeled transitions governing the probability distribution to end up in the
next state. MDPs are employed in several applications including the analysis of queueing
systems [38], bird flocking [30], confidentiality [6] and robotics [32].

One of the main problems of interest for MDPs is the synthesis of an optimal policy
(scheduler, strategy) choosing the sequence of actions that maximizes/minimizes the
probability or the expected accumulated reward/cost to reach a target state. Model-
checking tools such as PRISM [28] or Storm [20] provide a push-button technology to
automate such analyses and to derive simple deterministic and memoryless schedulers.
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We study here parametric Markov decision processes (pMDPs) [16,22], in which
(some of) the transition probabilities depend on a set of parameters. This class allows to
include unknown quantities in the model such as the fault rate or the input disturbances
that are responsible for stochastic uncertainty. These quantities are often unavailable
at the design time or impossible to measure directly at runtime. Intuitively, a pMDP
represents a family of MDPs—one for each possible valuation of the parameters.

In the past years, there has been a great effort to solve reachability analysis in pMDPs
using symbolic approaches [16,22,36,17,2,35]. These methods generally partition the
parameter space in regions, associating each region to the optimal memoryless sched-
uler that maximizes/minimizes the probability to reach the target state. The common
assumption of all these approaches is the possibility to observe the unknown quantities
at some point and then to choose accordingly the best scheduler. However, this is not
always feasible.

Our contribution. We analyze pMDPs with reachability objectives5 without assuming
that parameter values are accessible directly during execution. Specifically, we find
parameter-independent strategies that are expectation ε-optimal [2], for ε ≥ 0, i.e.,
optimize the expected reachability probability given a probability distribution over the
parameters. To achieve this goal, we consider partially observable Markov decision
processes (POMDPs) where an agent cannot directly observe the environment’s state
and must take decisions according to its belief on the current state; the belief can be
updated by interacting with the environment.

We provide an encoding of a pMDP as a POMDP where the states consist of pairs of
the original pMDP states and parameter values and transitions can occur only between
states with the same parameter values. We prove that solving the induced POMDP
corresponds to finding parameter-independent expectation ε-optimal policies for the
pMDP. Note that here memoryless policies are not sufficient for optimality, see the
discussion on the motivating learner model in Section 5. We leverage algorithms such as
point-based value iteration (PBVI) [34] and Incremental Pruning (IP) [10] to find the
solution. We have implemented our approach using Storm [20] and AI-Toolbox [7].

Finally, we evaluate our approach experimentally on several benchmarks: a moti-
vating (repeated) learner model; a series of benchmarks of varying configurations of a
robot moving on a grid; and a consensus protocol model.

Paper organization. Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3 we introduce MDPs,
pMDPs, and POMDPs. Section 4 presents the encoding of a pMDP in POMDP and
the reduction result. In Section 5 we illustrate our approach on several case studies and
report on experimental results, while in Section 6 we wrap up with conclusions and
discussion of future work.

2 Related Work

Parametric probabilistic models [18,29] are a special class of Markov models where
some of the transition probabilities (or rates) depend on one or more parameters that are

5 We can deal with objectives beyond reachability as long as they are induced by a reward
structure (for applicability of the available tools), see Sections 3 and 4.



not known a-priori. These models are particularly useful to study systems characterized
by stochastic uncertainty due to the impossibility to access certain quantities (e.g., fault
rates, packet loss ratios, etc.).

In the last decade, there was a great effort to study the problem of symbolic model
checking of parametric probabilistic Markov chains [18,21,8,25,33,19,36]. In [18], Daws
introduced a method to express the probability to reach the target state as a multivariate
rational function with the domain in the parameter space. This approach was then
efficiently implemented in the PARAM1 and PARAM2 tools [21] and included later on
in the PRISM model checker [28].

The parameter synthesis problem consists of (exploiting the generated multivariate
rational function and) finding the parameter values that would maximize or minimize
the probability to reach the target state.

Repairing a probabilistic model [8] consists instead of solving a constrained nonlinear
optimization problem where the objective function represents the minimal change in the
transition probabilities such that the probability to reach the target state is constrained to
a given bound.

The price to pay for these techniques is the increasing complexity of the multivariate
rational functions in the presence of large models [27,29], causing the parameter synthe-
sis to be also very computationally expensive. However, the introduction of new efficient
heuristics [25,33,19,36] has helped to alleviate this problem by supporting the parameter
synthesis for quite large models.

This symbolic approach to parameter synthesis has been recently extended to
handle also the nondeterministic choice in parametric Markov decision processes
(pMDPs) [16,22,36,17,2,35], where each different sequence of inputs can induce a
distinct Markov chain, resulting potentially in several multivariate rational functions.

The parameter synthesis problem for pMDP consists in solving a nonlinear program
(NLP) with multiple objectives. Recently, the authors in [17] have shown that many NLPs
related to pMDP belong to a certain class of nonconvex optimization problems called
signomial programs (SGPs). In the same paper, they have also introduced an approach to
relax nonconvex constraints in SGPs generating geometric programs, a particular class
of convex programs that can be solved in a number of steps that is polynomial in the
number of variables.

Another approach proposed in [16] is based on sampling techniques (i.e., Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm, particle swarm optimization, and cross-entropy method) that are
used to search the parameter space. These heuristics usually do not guarantee that global
optimal parameters will be found. Furthermore, when the regions of the parameters
satisfying a requirement are very small, a large number of simulations is required.

All the proposed methods provide a map that relates the regions of the parameter
space to the optimal memoryless scheduler that maximizes/minimizes the probability to
reach the target state. The underlying assumption for these approaches is the possibility
to measure the parameters during system execution. Once the values of the parameters
have been measured, one can use this map to choose the best policy. In this paper, we
consider a different assumption with respect to the state of the art: We want to synthesize
an expectation ε-optimal scheduler for pMDP that is independent from the possibility
to measure the parameters. To achieve this goal we show how to recast the problem
into finding an ε-optimal policy for a partially observable Markov decision process



(POMDP) after providing a suitable encoding. While we are not aware of any other work
that establishes such a correspondence, it is worth mentioning that instead parameter
synthesis for parametric Markov chains has been recently employed to find permissive
finite-state controllers for POMDPs in [26].

The qualitative analysis of POMDPs has been widely studied: complexity results
have been established [11,4] and symbolic algorithms [13]. However, for the general
quantitative problem and its approximation the computational questions are undecid-
able [31,12]. Despite the undecidability there are several practical approaches such as
point-based methods [39].

3 The Models

In this section we introduce the models of importance for this paper: MDPs, parametric
MDPs, and partially observable MDPs. The models can be arbitrarily large, we do not
impose restrictions on the size for the theoretical part of the paper.

3.1 Markov Decision Processes – MDPs

A (discrete) probability distribution on a set S is a function µ : S → [0, 1] with the prop-
erty

∑
s∈S µ(s) = 1. By D S we denote the set of all (discrete) probability distributions

on S. For s ∈ S, we write δs for the Dirac distribution that assigns 1 to s.

Definition 3.1 (Markov Decision Process – MDP). A Markov Decision Process (MDP)
is a tuple M = (S,A, T, i) where:

– S is a set of states,
– A is a set of actions,
– T : S ×A→ D S is the transition function, and
– i ∈ D S is the initial state distribution. �

From a given state with a given label, an MDP makes a step to a probability distribution
over states that describes the probability of reaching a next state. As usual, we write
s
a→ µ for µ = T (s, a). We will write s

a,p→ t for s a→ µ and p = µ(t), as well as s a→ t

for s
a,p→ t with p > 0. It is also common to write T (t|s, a) for T (s, a)(t).

Remark 3.1. In our definition no action is disabled in any state. This is somewhat unusual
for MDPs, but very common for partially observable MDPs which we are interested in.

A run (also called path or play) of an MDP is an infinite sequence s0, a0, s1, a1, . . . in
(S ×A)ω of states and actions such that si

ai→ si+1 for all i ≥ 0. When convenient, we
will also write s0 · a0 · s1 · a1 . . . for the run s0, a0, s1, a1, . . . . A history h is a finite
prefix of a run in (S ×A)∗ × S. We write first(h) and last(h) for the first and last state
in a history h, respectively. The cone Cone(h) of a history h is the set of all runs with
prefix h. We write Runs for the set of all runs, Hist for the sets of all histories, and
Cones for the smallest σ-algebra containing the cones of all histories.



Definition 3.2 (MDP policy). A policy (strategy, scheduler) π for an MDP M is a map

π : Hist→ DA

from histories to probability distributions over the actions. It is a deterministic policy
if the image of π consists only of Dirac distributions. It is a memoryless (or Markov)
policy if π(w · s) = π(s) for w ∈ (S ×A)∗ and s ∈ S. �

A policy π together with the initial state distribution i ∈ D S induces a proba-
bility space (Runs,Cones,Pπ,i), i.e., a probability measure Pπ,i on the measurable
space (Runs,Cones). This construction is done in several steps: First, for a given
state s, we consider a function Pπ,s assigning a number in [0, 1] to cones of histories
in Hist. It is defined inductively as follows. We set Pπ,s(Cone(h)) = 1 if h = s
and Pπ,s(Cone(h)) = 0 if h = t 6= s. For h = w · a · t we set Pπ,s(Cone(h)) =
Pπ,s(Cone(w)) · π(w)(a) · T (last(w), a)(t). By Carathéodory’s extension theorem, the
function Pπ,s extends to a unique measure on the measurable space (Runs,Cones)
which we denote by Pπ,s. Finally, given the initial state distribution i ∈ D S, Pπ,i is the
measure on (Runs,Cones) defined as Pπ,i =

∑
s∈S i(s) · Pπ,s .

We write Eπ,i for the expectation operator of Pπ,i. Recall that the expectation
operator of a measure µ on a measurable space (X,Σ) is defined as Eµ(f) =

∫
fdµ

for a measurable function f : X → R where we consider the Borel σ-algebra on the
reals. Hence Eπ,i(f) =

∫
fdPπ,i for a measurable function f : Runs → R. We may

sometimes decorate the notation of the measures and the expectation operators by
superscript M , to emphasize the involved model.

We can now specify what it means to solve an MDP.

Definition 3.3 (Objective, value, solution of MDP). Given an MDP M = (S,A, T, i),
a Borel objective, also called return, is a measurable function r : Runs→ R. The value
of the MDP M for the objective r is defined as Val(r) = supπ Eπ,i(r). A solution to an
MDP M regarding the objective r is a policy π with Eπ,i(r) = Val(r). A policy π is an
ε-solution, for ε > 0, of M with respect to r if Eπ,i(r) is ε-close to Val(r). �

Note that a solution to an MDP need not exist. We will say objective for a Borel
objective. Some objectives arise via the payoff or accumulated reward of runs. For
MDPs with such reward-based objectives, a solution always exists. Solving (partially
observable) MDPs often refers to solving reward-based objectives.

Definition 3.4 (MDP with rewards). An MDP with rewards is a tuple MR = (M,R)
where M = (S,A, T, i) is an MDP and R : S ×A× S → R is the reward function. �

Upon performing a transition, an MDP with rewards collects reward as described by
the reward function. We will sometimes write s

a,p,r→ t for s
a,p→ t and R(s, a, t) = r, and

s
a,r→ t for s a→ t and R(s, a, t) = r. If clear from the context, we will drop the subscript

R in an MDP MR with rewards.
Reward structures may induce objectives as follows: The (undiscounted) accumulated

reward of a run in an MDP with rewards is

rR(s0, a0, s1, a1 . . . ) =
∑
i≥0

R(si, ai, si+1). (1)



The accumulated reward induces the reward objective rR if the above assignment defines
a measurable function rR : Runs→ R.6

Reachability Objectives
Of special interest to us is optimizing reachability, that is optimizing the probability to
reach a target state (or a set of target states). Computing extremal (i.e., maximal/minimal)
reachability probabilities is at the heart of MDP model checking: PCTL and LTL model
checking boil down to computing reachability probabilities. The same holds for omega-
regular properties: determining the maximal probability of any omega-regular property
ϕ in an MDP M amounts to determining the maximal probability to reach an accepting
end component in the product of M with a deterministic omega-automaton for ϕ.
Verifying PCTL properties under fair policies, i.e., policies that can almost surely reach
a state satisfying some fairness constraint, can also be reduced to computing reachability
probabilities.

Definition 3.5 (Reachability objective). Let M = (S,A, T, i) be an MDP and t ∈ T
a state. The reachability objective rt of reaching the state t is given by the indicator
function of the set Runst of runs that reach t, i.e.,

Runst = {s0, a0, s1, a1, · · · ∈ Runs | ∃i ≥ 0.si = t}
and rt(ρ) = 1 if ρ ∈ Runst and rt(ρ) = 0 otherwise. �

Note that Runst is a measurable set, i.e., Runst ∈ Cones and hence rt is a mea-
surable function. Moreover, a solution to the reachability objective rt is a policy π that
maximizes the reachability probability, as Eπ,i(rt) = Pπ,i(Runst).

Reachability objectives are induced by reward structures as follows. Given an MDP
M = (S,A, T, i) and a target state t ∈ S we construct the MDP with rewards Mt =
(S,A, Tt, i, Rt) where

Tt(s, a) =

{
δt if s = t

T (s, a) otherwise
Rt(s, a, s

′) =

{
1 if s 6= t and s′ = t

0 otherwise .

The following standard property relates the accumulated reward of Mt to solving the
reachability objective and is not difficult to show. (The condition i(t) = 0 is technical:
in Mt the history t does not accumulate any reward.)

Proposition 3.1. For any policy π for an MDP M = (S,A, T, i) with t ∈ S and
i(t) = 0, the probability to reach t in M under π is the (undiscounted) accumulated
reward of π in Mt, i.e., PMπ,i(Runst) = EMt

π,i (rRt
). ut

The finite-horizon reachability objective is reachability within k steps for k ∈ N
being called horizon. This objective is induced by the rewards via

rkRt
(s0, a0, s1, a1 . . . ) =

∑
0≤i≤k−1

Rt(si, ai, si+1) (2)

with Rt being the reachability reward structure in Mt.
6 The discounted accumulated reward objective is defined in a similar way, by adding a factor γi

to the i-th summand in (1) with γ ∈ [0, 1) being the discount factor. For solving reachability
objectives, undiscounted rewards are sufficient.



3.2 Parametric MDPs – pMDPs

Definition 3.6 (Parametric MDP – pMDP7). A parametric Markov Decision Process
(pMDP) is a tuple M = (S,A,X, T, i) where S, A, and i are as in the definition of an
MDP and

– X is the parameter space,
– T : S ×A→ (D S)X is the transition function. �

For a pMDP M as above and a parameter point x ∈ X we write M(x) for the
evaluation ofM at x, that is the MDPM(x) = (S,A, Tx, i) with Tx(s, a) = T (s, a)(x).

We are interested in finding ε-optimal policies independent of the parameter, i.e.,
policies that are somehow ε-optimal over the whole parameter spaceX . Since for pMDPs
the expected return is a function in the parameter, it is not a priori clear what optimality
criterion to choose — see [2] for several alternatives. Here we consider the case where a
parameter distribution p ∈ DX is given and we optimize the expected reward given p
(this setting is called expectation optimal in [2])—as formalized below.

Runs, histories, and policies are defined similarly as for MDPs including in addition
the parameter value, and the probability measure now also depends on p. For a parameter
space X , the sample space is RunsX = {(x, ρ) | x ∈ X, ρ ∈ Runs(M(x))}; the set
of histories is HistX = {(x, h) | x ∈ X,h ∈ Hist(M(x))}; and the σ-algebra is the
smallest σ-algebra ConesX that contains the sets

{{x} × Cone(h) | x ∈ X,h ∈ Hist(M(x))}.

Definition 3.7 (pMDP policy). A policy πX of a pMDP M is a map πX : HistX →
DA that is independent from the parameters, i.e., that satisfies the property

πX(x, h) = πX(y, h) for all x, y ∈ X,h ∈ Hist(M(x)) ∩Hist(M(y)). (3)

Note that in general Hist(M(x)) may differ from Hist(M(y)) for x 6= y, as different
parameter values may make the transition probabilities of certain transitions equal to
zero. Furthermore, note that a pMDP policy, due to the requirement (3) can equivalently
be defined as a map πX :

⋃
x∈X Hist(M(x))→ DA.

A pMDP policy πX , induces a family of MDP policies (πx | x ∈ X) with πx a
policy for M(x) by projection, i.e., πx(h) = πX(x, h) for all h ∈ Hist(M(x)).

The measurable space (RunsX ,ConesX) is (isomorphic to) the disjoint union (co-
product) measurable space

RunsX =
∐
x∈X

Runs(M(x)), ConesX = {
∐
x∈X

Ax | Ax ∈ Cones(M(x))}

and by PπX ,i,p we denote the measure that is the p-convex combination of the measures
PM(x)
πx,i

, i.e.,

PπX ,i,p(
∐
x∈X

Ax) =
∑
x∈X

p(x) · PM(x)
πx,i

(Ax). (4)

7 We use the abbreviation pMDP rather than PMDP as it is common in the recent literature, see
e.g. [17,35] and as it reminds of the parameter p.



Remark 3.2. Note that PπX ,i,p is the unique extension of the assignment

PπX ,i,p({x} × Cone(h)) = p(x) · PM(x)
πx,i

(Cone(h))

to the measurable space (RunsX ,ConesX).

We write EπX ,i,p for the expectation operator of PπX ,i,p. The value of a pMDP M
given parameter distribution p and objective r is Val(p, r) = supπX

EπX ,i,p(r) where
the supremum is taken over all pMDP policies πX .

Definition 3.8 (Expectation ε–optimal policy). A policy πX is expectation ε-optimal
for a pMDP M iff EπX ,i,p(r) is ε-close to Val(p, r). �

3.3 Partially Observable MDPs – POMDPs

Definition 3.9 (Partially observable MDP – POMDP). A partially observable MDP
(POMDP) is a tuple M = (S,A, T, i, Ω,O) where:

– (S,A, T, i) is the underlying MDP,
– Ω is the set of observations,
– O : S → Ω is the observation function. �

Note that our observation function is deterministic and only state-dependent, which
is not a restriction [14]. Runs and histories of a POMDP are the runs and the histories
of its underlying MDP. The reward structure for a POMDP is a reward structure of its
underlying MDP. The observation function O extends naturally to runs and histories as
follows, by slight abuse of the notation we denote all these functions by O. We have
O : Runs→ (Ω ×A)ω given by

O(s0, a0, s1, a1, . . . ) = O(s0), a0, O(s1), a1, . . .

and similarly we define O : Hist→ (Ω ×A)∗ ×Ω.
The crucial difference to MDPs is that the policy of a POMDP can only observe the

observations but not the states directly:

Definition 3.10 (POMDP policy). A policy π for a POMDP M is a policy for the
underlying MDP of M with the additional requirement that π(h) = π(h′) whenever
O(h) = O(h′), for all h, h′ ∈ Hist. �

POMDP policies, together with the initial state distribution, also induce a probability
measure over runs. The measurable space is again (Runs,Cones). The measure Pπ,i
is defined in exactly the same way as for the underlying MDP, and Eπ,i again denotes
the expectation operator. The value of a POMDP M on an objective r, also denoted
by Val(r), is defined as Val(r) = supπ Eπ,i(r) where the supremum is taken over all
POMDP policies π. A POMDP policy π is a solution of the POMDP M for an objective
r, iff Eπ,i(r) = Val(r); it is an ε-solution for ε > 0 iff Eπ,i(r) is ε-close to Val(r).

Finite-horizon accumulated reward objectives as defined in (2) are by far the most
studied class of POMDP objectives; one might even say that solving such objectives is
the POMDP problem [34,10].



Remark 3.3. We note two important facts for solutions of POMDPs:

(1) For POMDPs, deterministic policies are not a restriction (they are as powerful as
randomized policies, but can require more memory) for any Borel objective, see [15,
Lemma 1,Theorem 7].

(2) For POMDPs with reachability objectives, for ε-approximation with ε > 0, finite-
memory policies are sufficient for optimality. This is because given any ε > 0, there
exists a finite horizon Nε, such that reachability within Nε steps ε-approximates
the optimal reachability probability, and for finite-horizon reachability optimal
finite-memory policies are sufficient.

4 The Encoding

In this section we reduce the problem of finding an expectation-optimal policy for a
pMDP to the problem of solving a POMDP, by presenting an encoding of pMDPs to
POMDPs that will relate the policies in the desired way.

The main technical observation of our paper, the observation that enables the method
of finding parameter-independent optimal policies for pMDPs via solving the induced
POMDP, is the encoding and the correspondence result, Theorem 4.2 below. We start
with presenting the encoding.

Definition 4.1 (Induced POMDP). Given a pMDP M = (S,A,X, T, i), its induced
POMDP is M ′ = (S ×X,A, T ′, S,O) with:

T ′((s, x), a)(s′, x′) = T (s, a)(x)(s′) · δx(x′)

and O((s, x)) = s. �

Hence, the encoding, i.e., the induced POMDP of a pMDPM is a POMDP with much
larger state space: new states are pairs of states of M (“old” states) and parameter values
in X . Transitions are only possible among new states with the same parameter value,
i.e., transitions can not change the parameter values, and the transitions are inherited
from the pMDP. Observations are the old states, i.e., in a new state (s, x) we can observe
the old state s but not the parameter value x.

Our correspondence result is a consequence of the classical “change of variable”
result of measure theory, which we recall next.

Theorem 4.1 ([24, Theorem VIII.C]). Let (X,Σ) and (X ′, Σ′) be measurable spaces,
f : (X,Σ)→ (X ′, Σ′) a measurable function, µ : Σ → R+ a measure, and ϕ′ : X ′ →
R+ ∪ {∞} a measurable function.

Let µ′ : X ′ → R+ be the push-forward measure of µ along f , i.e. µ′ = µ ◦ f−1 and
let ϕ = ϕ′ ◦ f : X → R+ ∪ {∞}.

Then ∫
X

ϕdµ =

∫
X′
ϕ′ dµ′,

that is, if one of the integrals exists, the other does too and they are equal. ut



At this point, let us denote by Runs′, Hist′ and Cones′ the runs, histories, and the
σ-algebra generated by the cones of histories of the encoding M ′. Note that a policy of
M ′ is a map π′ : Hist′ → DA. Moreover, note that

Runs′ = {(s0, x), a0, (s1, x), a1, · · · | x ∈ X and s0, a0, s1, a0, · · · ∈ Runs(M(x))}

and analogously for histories. This is a consequence of the construction of the en-
coding, i.e., of the fact that every run of M ′ involves a single parameter point as
T ′((s, x), a)(s′, x′) = 0 whenever x 6= x′.

We now state several direct consequences of the definitions needed for the correspon-
dence result. The proofs of all results are in the extended version [1].

Lemma 4.1. The function f : RunsX → Runs′ defined by

f(x, s0 · a0 · s1 · · · ) = (s0, x) · a0 · (s1, x) · · ·

is an isomorphism between the measurable spaces (RunsX ,ConesX) of the pMDP M
and (Runs′,Cones′) of its induced POMDP M ′. ut

This means that f is a bijection and both f and f−1 are measurable functions. In the
sequel, we also write f for the bijection from HistX to Hist′ defined in the same way.
Note that f maps generators of ConesX to generators of Cones′ as

f({x} × Cone(hx)) = Cone(f(x, hx))

for any x ∈ X and hx ∈ Hist(M(x)). Moreover, to state the obvious, f is related to the
observation map O as follows: O(f(x, h)) = h.

Lemma 4.2. There is a bijective correspondence Φ between the policies of the pMDP
M and the policies of its induced POMDP M ′ given by Φ(πX) = πX ◦ f−1. Its inverse
acts as Φ−1(π′) = π′ ◦ f . ut

We are now able to relate the induced measures in a pMDP and its encoding.

Lemma 4.3. Given a pMDP M = (S,A,X, T, i), parameter distribution p, and policy
πX , we have

PMπX ,i,p = PM
′

π′,i′ ◦ f
where M ′ is the induced POMDP of M , π′ = Φ(πX), and i′(s, x) = i(s) · p(x). ut

Now the correctness of the encoding follows easily from the next result.

Theorem 4.2. Given a pMDP M = (S,A,X, T, i), parameter distribution p ∈ DX ,
policy πX , and an objective function r, we have

EMπX ,i,p(r) = EM
′

π′,i′(r
′) (5)

where M ′ is the induced POMDP of M , π′ = Φ(πX), r′ = r ◦ f−1, and i′(s, x) =
i(s) · p(x). The opposite also holds: Given a policy π′ of the induced POMDP M ′ of M ,
Eq. (5) holds for πX = Φ−1(π′). ut

As a consequence, ValM (p, r) = ValM
′
(r′) and the policy πX is expectation ε-

optimal for M if and only if π′ = Φ(πX) is an ε-solution of M ′, for ε ≥ 0.



5 Experiments8

In this section, we present several case studies to illustrate our approach of finding
an expectation ε-optimal policy of a pMDP using an existing POMDP solver. The
solver we use is AI-Toolbox [7], a well-known suite of algorithms for Markov models,
which includes several algorithms for POMDPs with finite-horizon accumulated-reward
objectives. For our case studies we evaluate two algorithms: point-based value iteration
(PBVI) [34] and Incremental Pruning (IP) [10], for reasons explained in the extended
version [1].

The PBVI implementation in AI-Toolbox does not generate beliefs on the fly (as in
the anytime algorithm described in [34]), but generates a fixed number of beliefs upfront.
First the simplex corners (i.e. the Diracs) and the midpoint are generated, then more
are sampled (the point-based algorithms differ mainly in how the beliefs are sampled).
Without at least the simplex corners and midpoint, the results are quite off - we chose to
always pick at least all of those.

Experimental Setup. All the models that we analyze are described in PRISM file format.
We use Storm [20] to parse the files and build the parametric model, that we then translate
and pass to AI-Toolbox. Both Storm and AI-Toolbox have Python bindings allowing us to
perform our encoding in Python. The experiments reported here ran on a NUMA machine
with four 16-core 2.3GHz AMD Opteron 6376 processors, 504GB of main memory, and
Linux kernel version 4.13.0. We used BenchExec [9] to run experiment series.

Selected Case Studies. We start by discussing a motivating learner model example that
shows all important aspects. Then we present some results on a model of a robot moving
on a grid and a consensus protocol model.

It is important to note here that many of the pMDP models studied (e.g., in the
PARAM benchmarks [23]) exhibit only a weak form of nondeterminism, where the
optimal policy does not depend on the parameters, i.e., the optimal policy is the same for
any values of the parameters. Examples of such are, e.g., the Bounded Retransmission
Protocol (BRP) and Zeroconf. Consensus is the exception, and we have solved some
instances of Consensus as reported below. In the examples used in [35], showing how to
obtain policies that optimize learning the parameter values, the optimal policy is again
independent of the parameters.

Motivating Example – the (Repeated) Learner Model Figure 1a shows the learner
model, mentioned in [2], with initial state s and target state t, ignoring for the moment
the grey (loop) transition labelled with action c.

After two steps we end up in state c, having visited state a with probability p and
state b with probability 1− p. Here is the only choice in the model: between the actions
a and b. Even though we assume p to be inaccessible, we can do better than flipping a
coin: If we are given a prior belief over the parameter (an initial parameter distribution)
we can use Bayesian inference to update this belief with the information that either state

8 All of our code and models, as well as detailed results of the experiments can be found
at http://github.com/sarming/pMDP-Toolbox.

http://github.com/sarming/pMDP-Toolbox
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Fig. 1. (Repeated) learner

a or b was visited. As a concrete example, assume we start with the uniform distribution
over the parameter values as prior and state a was visited. Doing the calculation gives a
posterior distribution with higher probability that the parameter value is close to 1 than
to 0, suggesting that a is the better action to choose.

Let π be the policy that chooses action a in state c when state a was visited and action
b when state b was visited. Figure 1b shows π (labelled h = 3) and the two memoryless
policies (always a and always b). The policy π is clearly better in expectation than the
two memoryless ones.

Actually, π is the optimal policy (among the 4 possible deterministic policies) when
assuming a uniform parameter distribution. For a concrete parameter value x ∈ [0, 1],
the probability to reach t under π in the evaluated MDP M(x) is x2 + (1− x)2. Putting
things together, using Eq. (4), we get that for a uniform parameter distribution the
expected return is (a discrete approximation of)

∫ 1

0
x2 + (1− x)2 dx = 2/3.

We consider the uniform distributions over 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000
evenly spaced points between 0 and 1. The expected return depends on the distribution:
for just 2 points (the distribution assigning 1/2 to 0 and 1/2 to 1) the optimal policy
provides probability 1 for reaching t; while for 1000 points the expected return is 0.6670.
IP can solve all mentioned instances and generates π verifying that it is optimal.

The learner is inherently a finite-horizon model, as nothing happens after three steps.
When we add the grey transition, we obtain the repeated learner model in which we can
repeat the ”experiment” getting closer and closer to the ”sea surface” [2] given by the
memoryless policies. The larger the horizon, the more experiments the ε-optimal policy
runs. Only an odd number of experiments gives an actual improvement because we need
a majority: having two experiments is as good as just having one. Therefore the value
increases at h = 3(2n+ 1), see Figure 1b and Table 1b.

Figure 2 shows the results of the experimental evaluation of the repeated learner with
increasing horizon and up to 100 parameter points. IP provides better policies than PBVI
with respect to the same number of points in the parameter space. However, it does not
scale as well as PBVI and we had to drop it for more complex models.

Robot on a Grid Our next case study is a variant of the ever popular Gridworld [37].
The instance that we report on is a 3 × 3 grid with initial state at position (1, 1), sink
at position (2, 2), and target at position (3, 3). We want to maximize the probability to
reach the target from the initial position.



points states time (s) value nodes
2 14 0.001 1 3
5 35 0.003 0.75 7
10 70 0.005 0.703 7
20 140 0.008 0.684 7
50 350 0.025 0.673 7
100 700 0.098 0.670 7
200 1400 0.423 0.668 7
500 3500 2.496 0.667 7
1000 7000 9.725 0.667 7

(a) h = 3 (i.e. without repeating)

h time (s) value nodes
3 0.003 0.704 7
9 0.081 0.732 23

15 0.598 0.745 47
21 2.137 0.752 79
27 6.059 0.756 119
33 13.715 0.760 167
39 30.324 0.762 223

(b) 10 points

Table 1. IP results for (repeated) learner
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The robot has (up to) 4 actions available: up, down, left, right. The actions are
probabilistic in the sense that with some probability, instead of going forward the robot
may end up in the cell to the left or to the right. We compare two variants: In both variants
there is a parameter p that describes the total error probability. In the 1-parameter variant,
the probability to err left and right is equal to p/2; In the 2-parameter variant we also
include a left-right bias b, resulting in probability p ∗ b to err left and p ∗ (1− b) to err
right. If it is not possible to go left or right, then the other option gets probability p. For
example, the action up in cell (1, 1) leads correctly to cell (2, 1) with probability 1− p
and to cell (1, 2) on the right with probability p (as no cell is on the left), in both models.
The action up in cell (1, 2) has the possibility to err left and right, hence shows the
difference between the two models. See [2] for a detailed description of robot-on-a-grid
models. In that terminology, we use the “fixed failure” variant.

Consensus The consensus protocol model is the only PARAM benchmark [23] that has
true nondeterminism in the sense that its policy depends on the parameter values. The
protocol was introduced by Aspnes and Herlihy [3]. The 2-parameter model is exactly
the same as the PARAM model, see [23] for all details. The 1-parameter model depends



on a parameter p and is obtained by setting p1 = p and p2 = 1 − p, i.e., it is a bias
parameter with average 1/2. We used N = K = 2 and the target state is the state in
which consensus is reached with the preferred value.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the experimental results of the robot on a grid, and the
consensus protocol benchmarks, respectively. We only ran PBVI as IP was too slow
and in both cases notice that the runtime grows exponentially with the horizon. The
grid pMDP model has 10 states and 2 parameters, hence the induced POMDP for 10
parameter points has 1000 states. The consensus protocol model has 273 states and
hence the induced POMDP for 5 parameter points has 1365 states.
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Fig. 3. PBVI results for robot on a grid
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6 Conclusion

We have presented a way to compute parameter-independent strategies that are expecta-
tion ε-optimal for pMDP by encoding the problem as to compute ε-solutions in POMDPs.
We have implemented this approach using Storm [20] and AI-Toolbox [7] and we have
evaluated on different case studies. Future work will focus on improving the efficiency
of the current algorithms (for better scalability) by taking into account the particular
POMDP structure resulting from the encoding.
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